We love having the opportunity to share with y’all as we lead you in this study, but what we
love even more is hearing how a study is impacting your life. Each Thursday we give you an
opportunity to do just that with the Online Bible Studies Blog Hop.





You are provided you with topics relating to our study. PLUS, we give you the topics in advance
giving you a week to get your post linked. Topics revolve around the chapters and Bible verse
from that week.
You can write and share a post for as many of the topics as you feel lead.
This is a wonderful way for you to share your reactions and insights with thousands of women
from around the world.

Y’all, this is very important! To ensure your correct post is linked to our Blog Hop and is not
*deleted from the Blog Hop, please watch the following 3:00min tutorial.
Click here to view directly on YouTube or copy the following link: http://bit.ly/X8UX0u

Wait…what if I don’t have a blog?
While it’s NOT a requirement for the study, you cannot join in the Blog Hop without a Blog.
We do want to equip you to stretch yourself beyond your comfort zone...if you are ready. Blogging a
great way to process, dream, express, and share. If you are interested in starting a blog, visit either
www.WordPress.com or www.Blogspot.com to create a free blog.
If you don’t want to blog, no pressure at all. But if you’ve been considering it, why not take the
plunge? Go for it. You have nothing to lose.

*We don’t like doing it…but some posts get deleted…
You can easily avoid having your post deleted by watching the video above. Here are the
common reasons posts are removed from the Blog Hop…





You shared your main blog page and not a specific post. Very easily fixed.
The link you provided does not work.
Your post, sadly has nothing to do with the topics provided or our current study. You can help by
including the topic you chose in your post so we know!
The post is SPAM. If you don’t know what SPAM is…then you won’t have to worry!

If your post is deleted you will receive an email explaining why along with an opportunity to
repost.

Yours in Christ,
Heather Bleier, OBS Executive Team

